Workshop Schedule

Monday, December 15:

8:30 - 9:00  Introduction  Barbara Liskov
9:00 - 10:00  Real Systems I  Jim Gray
Coffee Break
10:30 - 12:00  Real Systems II  Jim Gray
Lunch
2:00 - 4:00  Atomicity  Dave Reed
Coffee Break
4:30 - 5:30  Protection  Jerry Popek

Tuesday, December 16:

8:30 - 10:00  Applications  Anita Jones
Coffee Break
10:30 - 12:00  Naming  Jerry Popek
Lunch
2:00 - 3:30  Communications I  Butler Lampson
Coffee Break
4:00 - 5:30  Communications II  Butler Lampson

Wednesday, December 17:

8:30 - 10:00  What do we want from Theory  Howard Sturgis
10:00 - 11:00  What are important practical problems  Barbara Liskov